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Abstract 
Let E and P be complex Banach Spaces, and let U be an open subset of E. The 
completed tensor product, B( U; C) g,,F C H( U; F), is calculated, for various 
naturally arising subspaces B( U; C) of the space of holomorphic scalar valued 
functions on U, H(U; C), and for various natural topologies. 
Let E and F be complex Banach Spaces, and let U be an open subset 
of E. HO( U; F) will denote the space of holomorphic functions from U 
to F of type 0, where f3 is a holomorphy type from E to F [8]. In Section 1 
of this note, we examine the closure of the tensor product HB( U; C) 8 F 
in HO( U ; F), for various naturally arising holomorphy types and for the 
associated topologies. In Section 2, we consider the topology on the tensor 
product of HO( U; C) @ F induced by HO( U ; F). Section 3 is devoted to 
extensions of results in Sections 1 and 2 to the case H( U; F) @ G, where 
G is another Banach Space. In Section 4, we study the case H(K; C) @ F, 
where K is a compact subset of E. 
Section 1. Our notation and terminology will follow NACHBIN [8] and 
DINEEN [5]. H( U; F) is the space of holomorphic functions from U into F. 
We will denote by t,,, 0 < n < 00, the locally convex topology on H( U; F) 
of uniform convergence of a function and its first n derivatives on compact 
subsets of U; z, is the locally convex topology of uniform convergence 
of a function and each of its derivatives on compact sets. t,,, is the locally 
convex ported topology defined by Nachbin. H,( U; F) will denote the 
subspace of H( U; F) of all holomorphic functions from U into F which 
are of compact holomorphy type ; that is, the nth Taylor coefficient of 
any function in HC( U; F) can be approximated uniformly by linear 
combinations of n-homogeneous polynomials of the form 4”. b, where 4 E E’ 
and b E F. Hb( U; F) is the Frechet Space of analytic functions from U 
to F which are bounded on bounded subsets of U at a positive distance 
from the boundary of U, endowed with the topology of uniform conver- 
gence on these subsets of U. (HN(E; F), TN) is the space of nuclear-entire 
functions from E to F, as discussed in [5, 7, 91. 
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In addition to the above holomorphy types, we will need the following 
holomorphy type C from E to P, which we define as follows: 
Bc(nE; P) =g(nE; C) 6~ P, the closure being in the topology of BpE; F), 
where for P E B(nE; C), f E F and x E E, P @ f(s) = P(x)f E F. It is clear 
that when endowed with the uniform norm as a subspace of 9(nE; F), 
Bc(nE; F) is an ol-holomorphy type [5]. Also, if F has the approximation 
property, then B@E; F) is the space of all n-homogeneous polynomials 
which map the unit ball of E into a relatively compact subset of F. 
We begin our study with an examination of the closure of the tensor 
product in the coarsest topology to be considered, ZO. Theorem 2.a also 
deals with this case. 
Theorem 1. Let E have the approximation property and let U be 
a balanced open subset of E. Then &( U ; C) @ F is to - dense in H( U ; F). 
Proof. Let f E H(U; F), KC U compact, and e>O. Let 6>0 be such 
that if ][z-- y]] < 6, x E K, then I]/(z) -f(y)11 <c/2. Let T be a continuous 
linear mapping of E into E of finite rank n such that IlTx-xl/ < 8 for all 
z E K; suppose that TX = EX1 &(z)~, where x E E, (b)r(-, C E’, and {er}G1 
is a linearly independent set in E. Thus, f can be considered as a holo- 
morphic mapping from the finite dimensional balanced set U n T(E) into F, 
where (zr,..., z,) E 0, fp E F, and convergence is uniform on compact subsets 
of U n T(E). Hence, for some M E N, [If(z) - &,GM zpfpII < 42 for all points 
z= zml +&4et E TV0 Thus, if x E K, If(x) - &WX @WfPll~ If(x) - 
-f(Wll+ IlfW4 - LWGM M4fAl <E. Since LWZM P(4fp E WE; C) @ 
@I F, the proof is complete. 
The following example serves as motivation for our study of the tensor 
product with stronger topologies on a( U; F) than the compact-open 
topology to. Let u: E -+ F be a non-compact continuous linear operator. 
Then u 6 H( U; C) @ PI. Indeed, since u is not compact, we may assume 
without loss of generality that there is E > 0 and a sequence {xn} in E, 
]]z,J] = 1, such that ]]u(xn) -u(x,)l] >E if m #n. Suppose there were an 
element g= zfs1 gt @ ft E H(U; C) @ F such that II&u-g)(O)]]<&/3. From 
this it would follow that I] Z;s1 dgt(O)(x,)fi - zE1 dg~(O)(x,)fe/ >&/3 ifm #n, 
which is a contradiction. 
We now discuss the closure of H(U; C) @ F in H( U; F) for stronger 
locally convex topologies. For simplicity of notation, we shall set 
H,(U;F)={fEH(U;F):forallxEUandj<n,~f(x)EBc(3E;F)}.Note 
that Ho(U; F)=H(U; F). Let Hc(U; F)={f E H(U; F): for all XE U and 
j E N, &f(x) E gc(jE; F)}. 
Lemma 1. Let f E H,(U; F) and let K C U be compact. Then the 
set @f(x)(y): i9 n,xEK,yEE, Ilvll~1) is relatively compact in F. 
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Proof. It suffices to show that any sequence of the form (&j(~,) 
(Ym)X-1 has a convergent subsequence, where xm E K, ym E E, llymll Q 1, 
and i<n. Since the map x + &j( x is continuous, there is a subsequence ) 
{&j(xm,)}k converging to &j(xo) say. The Lemma follows by observing that 
the image of the unit ball of E under &j(xo) is compact, so that &j(xa)(ym) 
has a convergent subsequence. 
We say that a Banach Space F has the bounded approximation property 
if there is Jf > 0 such that for any compact set K Z F and a> 0, there 
is a continuous linear map T: F --f F of norm Q M and of finite rank 
such that (ITx-x/l< E for all x E K. 
Theorem 2. a. Let F have the approximation property. For any 
open subset U of E and any n EN, H(U; C) @ P*= H,,( U; F). Hence 
H(U; C) @ F’m=H,(U; F). 
b. Let F have the bounded approximation property. For any open 
subset U of E, H(U; C) @I Pu=Hc(U; F). 
Proof. (a). Let Jo H,(U; F), KC U compact, and e>O arbitrary. 
By lemma 1, A={&j(x)(y): j< n, x E K, y E E, llyll G l} is relatively compact 
in F. Let T: F + F be a continuous linear operator of finite rank m 
such that IlTx --XII < E for all x E A. Hence, 




As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may write T(y) = Bfl &(y)js, where 
Y E F, {+$L C F’, and {f&l is a basis for T(F). Therefore, Toj= 
= zy=, boj @ ji E H( U; C) @ F and is the required function. 
(b). Let j E Hc(U; F), let p be a K-ported seminorm on H(U; F) for 
some compact set K C U, and let a> 0. Let b > 0 be such that 
6 > lim sup sup 
n ( 2eK11%~(““) 
and let 8= 1/2b. Since p is K-ported, there is a real number c(6)> 0 
such that 
P(S) =Gw 2 drn sup 7 9 
2CK /I 
drnd4 
m-0 . II 
for all g E H( U; F). By the choice of 6, we see that for some J E N, 
(M + 1) ~(8)$~6~ sup 
XCK 
where M is the constant occuring in the definition of the bounded ap- 
proximation property. By part (a), we can find a continuous linear mapping 
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T: Il’ + F of finite rank and norm GM such that 
and so p(f--To/) < E, which proves the Theorem. 
We recall that on bounded subsets of H( U; F), the bornological topology 
z,, associated to q,, is the same as the topology ta, [2, 3, 51. Therefore, 
it is easy to see from the proof of Theorem 2.b that if F has the bounded 
approximation property, then H( U; C) @ Fob= Hc( U; F). The proof of 
Theorem 2 also shows the following: 
a. If F has the approximation property, then 
H,(U; C) @ F7m=Hc(U; F) 
b. If F has the bounded approximation property, then 
H,(U; C) @I F’m=H,(U; C) @ Fraa=H,(U; F). 
For the remainder of this section, we will consider only entire vector- 
valued holomorphic functions, although there is in general no difficulty 
in extending to somewhat more general domains, such as balanced open 
sets. Here we make no assumption on E or F. 
Theorem 3. a. H(E; C) @ Ehm=H(E; C) @ F=d= Hc(E; F). 
b. H,(E; C) @ Pm=H,(E; C) @ PQ=Hc(E; F). 
C. HN(E; C) @ FTN=HN(E; F). 
d. Hb(E; C) @ F = Hb(E; F) n Hc(E; F), where the closure is taken 
in the Frechet Space Hb(E; F). 
Proof. a. We prove that H(E; C) 8 FQ = Hc(E; F) ; the result for 
z, and z,, follows directly from this. Let f E Hc(E; F), let p be a z,-con- 
tinuous seminorm on H(E; F), and let E> 0. By [S], the Taylor Series 
of f at 0 converges to f in z,, so for some M E N, 
Since q,, induces the natural norm topology on 9(nE; F), for each 
n=o, 1 , ***, M we can find pn E B(nE; C) @ F such that 
p($)) -pm) <~,2(M+l), 
so that p(f - z. pn) <E. 
The proofs of b, c, and d are similar, using only the facts that in each 
case, the Taylor series converges to f in the topology considered, and this 
topology induces on each space of polynomials its natural norm topology. 
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Section 2. In this section, we study the topology induced on the 
tensor product by its completion in the space of vector-valued holomorphic 
functions, and show that it is the a-topology [lo] for many of the cases 
considered in Section 1. Our general technique will be to topologically 
embed a subspace of H( U; F), endowed with a locally convex topology T, 
in the space g.($‘G; (H( U; C), TI)) which contains (H( U; C), TI) @a F as 
a subspace, where TI is the topology on H( U; C) naturally “associated” 
with T. This method yields some interesting results about spaces of 
vector-valued holomorphic mappings. 
We first need some technical results. 
Lemma 2. Let fEHc(U; F) and let K C U be compact. Then there 
is a>0 such that the set 
is relatively compact in F. 
Proof. For some 00, 
Choose E= 1/2c. Let {zk} be a sequence in A. If in6nitely many 
zk E endnf(4 ( . 7 (y): x E K, IIYII =G l 1 
for some n, then there is a limit point by Lemma 1. Otherwise, some 
subsequence {xk,) is such that for each j, 
z~ E &kjdkff(4 
j ( k,! (y) : x E R, llyll< 1 1 - 
Since 




as n + 00, zk, + 0 which proves the Lemma. 
Lemma 3. For any or-holomorphy type 6, the topology TO on H,(E; P) 
is generated by all seminorms of the form 
anf(o) P(f) = sup -J- n II II 0.K++3,(0) ’ 
where K C E is compact, convex, and balanced, (an} E co+, and &(O) is 
the unit ball of E. 
Proof. It is clear that any such seminorm is TO-continuous. Con- 
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versely, let q be a TB seminorm on I?&?#; 2’); by [5], without loss of 
generality 
OD ~mf(o) 
q(f)= t: 7 0 K+a,,B1(0) ' 
n-0 I/ II . . 
where K and {or,> are as above. For any r > 1, we get by the homogeneity 
of the polynomials that 
&rK +Mgl(o) 0. rK +ra,B1(0) ' 
which proves the Lemma. 
The following proposition will be needed, and it is of interest in itself. 
Proposition 1. Let E and P be Banach Spaces and let U be an 
open subset of E. (a). For n = 0, 1, . . . , Hn( U ; 3’) can be embedded in 
9(F;; (H( U ; C), q,)), the space of continuous linear mappings from P’, 
endowed with the Mackey topology z(P’, P), into (H(U; C), zn). 
(b). Hc(U; P) can be embedded in yl(B:; (H(U; C), t,)), and hence 
in -WC; (H(U; (3, Gel)). 
Proof. For each n, we define the mapping T: H,(U; P) + 2’(Pc; 
(H(U; C), zn)) by T(fN#)(x)=~(fW, for f E H&J; p), + E J”, ad x E U. 
Clearly, T(j)(+) E H( U; C) for each j and 4. By the Hahn Banach Theorem, 
T is 1 - 1, so there only remains to show that for each j E Hn( U; F), 
T(j) is continuous. Let 
P(S) = 28;; llhA~)ll 
f<n 
be a tn-continuous seminorm on H( U; C), where K C U is compact. By 
Lemma 1, L= {&j(x)(y): x E K, j <n, y E E, l]yl\ 4; 1) is relatively compact 
in F. Hence if 4 E [r(L)]O, where r(E) is the closed convex balanced hull 
of L, then 
and hence T(j) is continuous. 
(b). Let 1, be a K-ported seminorm on H(U; C), so that for all E> 0, 
there is C(E)> 0 such that 
m 
(P(g) <CM ): 8” sup 7 % II &7(x) . II for all gEH(U;C). n-0 ZCK 
Now, let j E Hc(U; P). For some r>O, 
13 Indagationes 
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By Lemma 2, if E= 1/4r, then the set 
L= (2-q 
( 
daf (4 - (y) : n E iv, 2 E K, Ml < 1 nr 1 
is relatively compact in P. Therefore, if 4 E [I’(E)]s, 
which proves the Proposition. 
For the case n = 0, it is interesting to note that the mapping T defined 
in the Proposition is in fact onto, and that a much stronger result holds 
if 3’ is reflexive. We will discuss this after the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4. (a). (Hn(U; F), ) ’ d rn m uces the E tensor product topo- 
logy on (H( U; C), z,) @ F, for n= 0, 1, . . . (Hc( U; F), r,) induces the E 
tensor product topology on (H( U ; C), r-) @ F. 
(b-1 (Hc(E; 9 4 induces the E tensor product topology on 
(HP; C), G,) 8 F. 
Proof. We recall that if p is a locally convex topology on H(U; C), 
then the E tensor product topology on H( U; C), ,u) 8 F is the topology 
this space inherits as a subspace of P*(Fi; (H(U; C), p)), which is the 
space SK; (H(U; C), cl)) en d owed with the topology of uniform con- 
vergence on equicontinuous subsets of F’. Therefore, from Proposition 1, 
it suffices to show that the mapping T is in each case a topological 
isomorphism into. 
This follows directly from the Hahn Banach Theorem, for if f E Hn( U; F), 
then I@f(x)ll G 1 if and only if Ilb(T(f)(#))(x)ll G 1 for all 4 E F’, II&I G 1, 
where j<n. 
To prove (b), let K C E be compact, balanced, and convex, and let 
{ocn} E co+. By the Hahn Banach Theorem, if f E H&Z; F), then 
if and only if for all 4 E F’, ~~~~~< 1,
sup sup n zeX+aRB1(0) II 
The result follows by Lemma 3. 
We now discuss in more detail the embedding T defined in Proposition 1 
since this will illustrate some interesting properties of vector-valued 
holomorphic functions. 
Proposition 2. The mapping T: H( U; F) --f _Lp(F:; (H( U; C), ZO)) is 
an isomorphism onto. Further, if F is reflexive, then T maps H( U; F) 
isomorphically onto 2Z(F:; (H(U; C), Q,)), where tUa is the bornological 
locally convex topology on H(U; C) associated to z,. 
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Proof. To prove the first part, we must only show that T is onto, 
since the rest was proved in Proposition 1. Let A E 9(P:; (H(U; C), to)). 
For x E U, define the linear function f(z) on 3” by f(z)(+)=A(+)(z). f(x) 
is clearly continuous on Fi, and is therefore in P by Mackey’s Theorem. 
Further, f : U +- P is weakly holomorphic; hence f is holomorphic. Finally, 
T(f)=A follows from the definition of f. 
Let now P be a reflexive Banach Space. To show that H(U; F) is 
isomorphic to 9(3’;; (H( U; C), rma)), it suffices to show that T(f) E P(Fi; 
(H(U; CL LJ*)) f or each f E H( U ; P), and then apply the above arguments. 
Let p be a trob- continuous seminorm on H( U; F). By [2, 3, 61, given a 
countable open cover (V,}~x,, of U, there is a constant c> 0 and a finite 
subcollection (VI, . . ., I’,} such that 
P(S) <c sup Ils(4ll, 
2tz u” vi 
i-l 
for all g E H(U; F). Let V,={x E U: Ijf(x)ll<n). It follows that for some 
c>O and nEN, if $EF’, ll+ll~h then p(T(f)(~))=~(~of)~csup~(~” 
I+of(x)j ~cn. Since F is reflexive, the unit ball of F’ is a neighborhood 
of 0 in FG, and the proof is complete. 
By using similar arguments, one can show that if F is reflexive, then 
Hi@; F) can be embedded in A?(F:; (HN(E; C), TN)), and Ha(U; F) is 
isomorphic to 9(F:; (Hb(U; C)), where J&,( U ; C) is given its natural 
Frechet Space topology. In addition, for any space F, He( U; F) can be 
embedded in 6p(FG; Hc( U; F), q,,)). Also, using similar methods to those 
in Theorem 4, one can show that for any Banach Space F, Hb( U; F) 
induces the &-topology on Hb(U; C) 8 F, (HN(E; F), TN) induces the 
e-topology on (RN@; C), TN) @ F and (Hc(U; F), r) induces the e-topo- 
logy on (He(U; C), z) @ F, t=tB, z,. 
We conclude this section by remarking that the second part of Propo- 
sition 2 is in general false, for non-reflexive Banach spaces F. The reason 
for this is that T(f) may not in this case be continuous, as the following 
example illustrates. Let E = F be any non-reflexive Banach Space and 
let f =identity: E -+ E. Then T(f) is not continuous from E: into 
(H(U; C), ~1) (and h ence into H( U; C) with any stronger topology), since 
there is no weakly compact convex balanced set K C E such that if 4 E P, 
then Il%“(f)WWN = lldll Q 1. 
Section 3. Let E, .F and G be Banach Spaces and let U be an open 
subset of E. In this section, we discuss tensor products of the form 
H( U ; F) @I G, which we consider as subspaces of H( U ; F @ G). In order 
for this to make sense, we must put a topology on the tensor product 
F @ G. For reasons which will be apparent later, we choose the E tensor 
product topology on F @ G, denoting the space F @8 G and its completion 
F 6,. G. It is evident that in fact H( U; F) @-CT is canonically embedded 
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in H(U;F&G) by the mapping j@g(s)=j(z)@g, for ~EH(U;P), 
g E G, and z E U. Also, we may regard @(NE; E‘) @ G as a subspace of 
B(fiE; P 6,. G) in the same way. For n = 0, 1, . . . . oo, we denote by 
Hn( 27; P 6,. G) the subspace of H( U; F 6,. G) consisting of all functions 
jcH(U;F &G) such that for all ~~27 and j<n, HEN, &~(x)E 
E B(JE; F) 8 0, closure in B(JE; F 2,. G). 
Theorem 5. Let U, E, F and G be as above. Assume that G has 
the approximation property. 
I.e. Foreachn=O, 1, . . . . 00, (H( u; F), zn) &,(I G= (H”(U; F 6. G), tn). 
1.b. For each n E N, (H%(U; F), r,) 6,. G=(H,(U; F $,I G), tn) and 
hence (Hc(U; F), z,) 3,. G= (HdU; F 6,. G), z,). 
2. If G has the bounded approximation property, then H( U; F) 8 Gza 
=Hm(U; F &G), and Hc(U; F) @ @m=Hc(U; F &,.a). 
3. If E has the approximation property, then (H( U; F), zo) & G= 
= (H(U; F 6,. G), to) for any balanced open set U C E. 
4. For arbitrary Banach Spaces E, F and G, (H(U; F), t,) & G= 
=(H-‘(u; F &J,. G), G,) and (Hc(U; F), q,,) 6,. G= (Hc(U; F 6,. G), z,) for 
any balanced open set U C E. 
Proof. We will prove 5.1.a. in detail, and indicate the modifications 
necessary to prove the rest of the theorem. 
Let j c H*(U; F & G), let R C U be compact, let E>O, and let nz be 
an integer <n. 
Since F and G are complete, Z,(Fi; G) is complete, and so we may 
regard j as mapping U into ,Ep(F~ ; G). By an argument similar to that 
of Lemma 1, the set L= {&j(z)(y)(#): j<nz, 5 E K, y E E, llyll< 1, 4 E F’, 
l/+11 Q 1> is relatively compact in G. Let T: G + G be a continuous linear 
mapping of finite rank k such that IlTz -211 <E for z E L. Let {gi, . . ., gk} 
be a basis for T(G). For i=l, . . . . k, let Q: U --f F” be defined by the 
equation T(j(x)(y))= EmI c&)(y)gt, where p E F’. For each x, c+(z) is 
continuous on Fi, and hence Q(Z) E F. Further, Q: U + F is weakly 
holomorphic and hence holomorphic, since if y E F’, then y(c&c)) = 
=+toT(fvW~)~, where #t E G ’ is such that b(g,) =&J. Finally, for 2 E K, 
II&Tof - f) Ml = su~i~r~i < 1 ~~Pll911 dW~(~) (Y) (~Mw~) (Y) wI-% 80 
that Toj(x) = & c&c) @I gr is the required function. 
To complete the proof of (a), we must show that the topology induced 
on (H( U; F), z,) @ G by (Hn( U; F 6,. G), 7,) is the E tensor product topo- 
logy. This follows from the following observations. Let R be a compact 
subset of U, j an integer <n, and h(z)= ztm1 j&r) 18 gr E H(U; F 6,. G), 
where jti E H( U ; F) and gr E G. Then 
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if and only if 
This completes the proof of 5.1~. 
To prove 5.l.b., we use the same approximation To/(z) = zm1 Q(E) @ gt 
as in part a. We must show that if f E H,J U; F 6,. G), then cl E H,,( U; F). 
This follows from the observstion that if [@f(z) - El Pa @ xa @ y811 CE, 
where Pa E B(jE; C), z8 E F, and g8 E G, then 
Il~clw~$pu 8 ~u:d)~fwhle)ll<~Il~ll IIV. 
The proofs of 2, 3 and 4 are all analogous to the corresponding results 
in Sections 1 and 2 and are omitted. 
Section 4. Let K be a compact subset of E. In this section, we discuss 
the closure of H(K; C) 8 F in H(K; F), with the nstursl inductive limit 
topology on 
H(K; F) = lim&d (H(K,; F), z,), 
where K,= {z E E: dist (5, K) -cc}. We denote by Hc(K; F) the space of 
germs [f] E H(K; F) such that for some representative f of [f] and some 
E>O, f E Hc(K,; F). 
Lemma 4. Hc(K; F) is a complete locally convex space. 
Proof. Let {[f&d be a Cauchy net in R,(K; F). By [a], there is [f] E 
E H(K; F) such that [fa] + [f]. Th ere remains to show that [f] E Bc(K; F). 
Let E>O such that there is some representative f of [f] in B(K,; F). It is 
clear that for each x E K, &f(z) E Bc(nE; F). Further, for 
Since .9o(nE; F) is a holomorphy type, each term 
a* amf(4 
( .> 7 (Y-4 
is in go(n.E; P). Therefore, &f(y) E Bc(*E; F), which proves the lemma. 
Theorem 6. a. Let K be compact in E and assume that F has the 
bounded approximation property. Then H(K; C) 8 F =Hc(K; F). 
b. Let E and F be Banach Spaces, and let K be a balanced compact 
subset of E. Then H(K; C) Q. F=Hc(K; F). 
Proof. (a) Let IfI E Hc(K; E‘) and let f E Hc(K,; F) be a repre- 
sentative of [f] for some E> 0. By Theorem 2.b, we can find a family 
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{T,of} in H(K,; C) @ P converging to f in (H(K,; F), r,), and the result 
follows by the continuity of the mapping (H(K,; F), 7,) + H(K; F). 
The proof of part b follows from the proofs of Theorems 3.a and 4.b 
and the fact that by [l] and a modification of the proof of Lemma 3, 
the natural topology on H(K ; F) is generated by all seminorms of the form 
Nfl)= sup zcK+a,B1(0) q- 2 sup II II ~nf(o) ( ) ’ s 
where {or,> E co+. 
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AoYded in proof: The author is grateful to Dr. Martin Schottenloher 
for calling attention to the fact that by a classical result of Grothendieck, 
the proof of Theorem 1 can be modified to allow U to be an arbitrary 
open subset of E. In addition, a discussion of the tensor product for 
the compact open topology to and for more general locally convex 
spaces can be found in Dr. Schottenloher’s paper, “E-Product and Contin- 
uation of Analytic Mappings”, to appear in Proceedings of the Cola- 
cprio de Analise, 15-24 de Agosto 1972, Rio de Janeiro. 
